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3-A Men To
chided In
Army Call

At Pearl Harbor

led Registrants,
Year-Olds And Deed Face Calls To
ice In July

Chas. I. Dawson
Will Not Oppose
Senator Chandler

Meredith Stops Speech
Making, Continues Filing Lawsuits Annoying To State Leaders

Rubber Salvager

Public Response Is Good
Princeton Stores
To Close July 4
Business Place5 To Be
Kept Open Late
Friday For Shoppers

CAMPAIGN AT PEAK NOW WILL CONTINUE
UNTIL ALL SCRAP IS SALVAGED, OFFICIALS
SAY --- HUMOR AND PATHOS MARK
COLLECTION OF VITAL WAR MATERIAL
Auto tires as old as the Model-T Ford and some torn
casings almost as new as the wartime rubber shortage; old
boots, inner tubes, shoe soles and heels, sections of garden
hose long since too frayed for use, and countless other rubber articles once looked upon as so much junk began pouring in at collection centers here the first of the week as
Princeton started its part of a Nation wide campaign to
keep the machines of war rolling.
The rubber salvage campaign will be kept up until every
last piece that can help is found and sent to headquarters.
Service stations are buying some of the waste rubber for
a cent a pound and some citizens are tossing their contributions into a pen before the courthouse.
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Allied victory in the Coral Sea.
Thus it would appear that about the only
useful chore the big ships of the Navy are
doing now is convoying merchants ships
loaded with munitions, food, medicines, etc.,
to our Allies in all the far-flung battle zones.
And even in this instance, it is the fast
cruisers and destroyers which are carrying
the brunt of the battle of transportation
across the oceans.
Even now some of our best strategists
think and openly say that Britain and the
USA together, striking from the air, will
knock Germany out of the war this summer
or autumn, and then will blast the Japanese
from all their bloody gains in the south
Pacific in fairly short order.
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
Racketeers seeking to capitalize
upon patriotism are operating in
Kentucky towns. Soliciting donations, and sometimes selling for
cash, these transients, men and
women, are offering pictures of
American heroes, placards about
"our fighting men," memberships
in unknown organizations, etc.,
often declaring they are soliciting
for the American Legion or other
veterans' organizations. It might
happen here. Check and double
check.

for the duration.
For years this reporter has had all his
suits come with two pairs of pants. One of
these, made in 1935, is still doing business
and another of one year later vintage also
is in moth balls awaiting return of cooler
weather. There is a white summer suit too
at our house with two pairs of pants. It is
starting its fourth summer.
There is no such economy in men's suits
as getting them with two pairs of trousers.
Anybody who has tested this scheme knows
a coat will last just about twice as long as a
pair of pants, that when two pairs accompany the coat, the three garments start
fraying at the edges (and other places)
just about the same time.
It was all very well, as Dr. Sherman says,
to ban cuffs on trousers, flaps and patch
pockets, and to reduce the size of pants legs.
A lot of material is being saved by such
methods. But when the Washington brain
trusters ruled against that second pair
of britches, they erred in a great big
way . . . for it always has been the thrifty,
lower bracket menfolk who bought the twotrousered suits and not the millionaire who
wanted an extra pair of pants to put
on while his valet was pressing the wrinkled
pair.
Be advised by a country editor who
knows, Uncle Sammy: Give back those twopants suits, for real economy's sake.
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TWO-PANTS SUITS
General Sherman was right about
war . . . and Dr. John H. Sherman, president of Webber College, writing from Babson Park, Florida, is right abont two-pants
suits.
The modern Sherman says Uncle Sam's
boys were taken for a ride by the garment
makers who want to sell coats faster when
they issued the edict that there shall be
no more suits with two pairs of trousers

'et

GOVPFNORS AT NAVAL STATION

000000000

and losing steadily and fearfully.
And so it behooves us to be patient for
dewhile, to pitch in with enthusiasm and
stint
to
,
front
termination on every home
our fighting forces nothing and, while keeping our morale high, not to return to the
ways of those easy before-the-war times
until we have done our full part and Old
Glory is flying again at Manila, on Corregedor, Bataan and wherever freedom requires our emblem shall appear to conquer
and destroy forever the forces of evil now
bound together as the Axis of hate.
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PLANES WIN THE
SEA BATTLES
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While they haven't told us much abou
the
either of _those great "sea" victories,
e
wher
some
one in Coral Sea, the other
41,
fix
north of Midway Island, it suffices to
for
more firm7y the opinion growing
can
s
plane
based
months . . . that land
wreck the mightiest naval armada. In
other words, great battleships are fast
passing from the scene as mighty imple
ments of war..
It was the planes of the Army, the Navy
her
and the Marine Corps fighting toget
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,
force
naval
ese
that caused the Japan
depending greatly upon aircraft based upon
three huge carriers, to turn tail and flee
from the vicinity of Midway Island after
it
absorbing terrible' punishment. Again,
based
was General MacArthur's land
bombers and air fighters that won the
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Probably -you haven't thought
about it just this way but . . .
Your Home Town Newspaper is
You! This is demonstrated by
The Leader every time it comes
out with names of persons who
make the news. Literally thousands of names, yours and your
neighbors', are published in The
Leader every week . . . a chronicle
of the history of this community
in the making.
your children, your churchmen,
your teachers, your agricultural
leaders, your merchants and
businessmen, your civic officers,
defense volunteers, your boys in
the service, your clubs and your
women's organizations . . . these
things and many others, all dealing with personalities that make
up this community, are what constitutes Your Home Town News
paper.
And of course the manner in
which the news is handled, reflecting the hopes, dreams, ambitions and growth of Princeton
and Caldwell county, is the deciding factor in whether you consider your newspaper to be doing
an acceptable job for YOU,
whether it is representing YOU
well and favorably at home and
elsewhere.
The season's prize fish story
comes from Glasgow where the
Times last week reported that M.
L. Chalet, fishing from a boat in
Green River, was pulled headlong into the stream by a big
"Muskie" he had hooked. Of
course the fish got away. Witness
was R. Taylor Hoskins, superintendent of Mammoth Cave National Park. The Times says Mr.
Chalet was nearly drowned when
he tangled with the fishing lone,
had to be revived by artificial
respiration.
Princeton needs a swimming
pool. Kelsey Cummins and other
playground enthusiasts, attention
please.

RY G. M. P

Odd But Scien

Top Navy recruiter for Kentucky said last week at Louisville
this State has furnished more
volunteers to that branch of the
service than any other state in
proportion to population. This was
not strange, since Kentucky has
alone this before, in other wars.
But with that big Navy advertising campaign, run in the newspapers of Kentucky before we actually got into this war, Kentucky
couldn't miss! Uncle Sam is slowly finding out that display advertising, properly placed in newspapers, will do many important
war time jobs better than they
can be done otherwise.
As mayors go, Dr. W. L. Cash
stays on a pretty even keel . . .
Last week in Louisville, Mayor
Wilson Wyat was plumb provoked
because the practice rescue-andfirst-aid effort at a stimulated
bombing of a big building there
went none too well. Fire engines
rushed to- the scene, Civilian—Defense workers appeared by the
score, women first aiders got to
their stations . . . but the mayor
didn't like it at all.
1111
All day Friday the air raid
warning sirens wailed their doleful notes; but not loud enough to
suit the mayor. Louisville papers
carried maps showing that city on
a direct air-line between Detroit
and big Southern cities believed
likely to receive attention from
enemy bombers. Louisville is war
conscious all right; but, according to Hizzoner, not nearly prepared for an air raid. As far as
that goes, who is?
All the to-do in Louisville reminded this small town visitor
again how nice it is to live in the
hinterlands; much cooler, far less
hectic in every way. OPA price
regulators from Cleveland visited
Louisville last week to see whether stores were displaying price
tags properly. Then went back to
Cleveland; and will never visit
Princeton, chances are. Advantages of small towns are numerous,
especially in war times.

Odds And Ends
The umbrella bird, found in
tropical America, gets its name
from a mushroom-shaped crest of
feathers on top of its head which
it Ca nraise at will.
*
*
*
Belgium, the most densely Populated country in Europe, averages 712 people to every square
mile.
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OLKS: Last year we paid $1,036,224.90 for 397,035 tons of coal.
7,941
It bought enough fuel to fill
a
modern coal cars that would make
long!
miles
train seventy
This is two days' average output of
take
all Kentucky mines. It would
much
one miner 360 years to dig so
It
coal. On 90,1,90 miners one day.
requires the part-time services of several hundred railroad men to haul
the fuel to our various electric gen-
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erating stations.
These miners and railroaders spend
their earnings locally for food, clothetc.
ing, rent, taxes, medical service,
In this, and similar ways, a large part
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of every dollar you pay us for
hunservice flows directly back to
benefit
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everybody one way or another.
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and other, Kentucky industries and
their employes. We are glad that
we have the facilities to turn so
much coal into millions of kilowatthours to make airplanes, guns, tanks,
clothes, food, etc., to help win the
war.

In the face of rising cysts we
have been able by good business
management to give you better
service at.lower rates. Those politicians who tell you otherwise are
working to take over the electric
power industry. TI,sey aim to replace business management with
political management and all its
evils. Political management of one
kind of business sooner or later
means political management of
other kinds. It is un-American in
principle. It spells the end of free
enterprise.

Do you want the politicans
to take over your business?
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* Drain and refill crankcase
* Check Transmission and
Differential Lubricants*Diamond Guaranteed Lubrication for chassis and body*Check and inflate
Tires * Check Battery * Check Cooling System
* Repack Front Wheel Bearings * Clean and
adjust Spark Plugs * Wash, wax and polish Car
* Service Oil Filter and Air Cleaner * Inspect
and clean Lights,Windows,Windshield and Wiper.
CARE FOR YOUR CAR—for your Country
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Uncle Sam needs scrap
rubber. The petroleum industry is collecting it.
Scrape up every bit of
scrap rubber about your
house, farm or place of
business. Any gasoline
dealer will accept it as a
donation to the War effort

or will pay you 1c a pound.
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[Deaths arid 1 Chas. I. Dawson
Funerals.s s s s s

(Continued from page one)
Secretary of State and there is
no question that the Republican
party will have a candidate in

H. C. Turley

Robert Powley Enters
U. S. Naval Reserve

Princeton Renews Interest High In
Victory Pledge

(Continued from page one)

patriotism.

A blind man led by a small
child in rags brought Wadlington 50 pounds of rubber to get
money for something to eat
persons
and left his place happy when
A crowd of about 300
operator
station
Rev. Charles P. the service
heard the
Brooks, pastor of the First weighed the scrap 20 pounds

Flag Day Ceremony
Held Sunday On
Butler Campus

Robert Powley, Princeton, will
assume astive duty with the
United States Naval Reserve
next week as a carpenter's mate,
first class, Powley joined the
Navy several weeks ago but has
been on inactive duty awaiting
call. He received a high rating
due to years of experience as
engineer and draftsman for the
Federal government, State and
several private concerns. He is
among the expert constructionists who follow the Flag to
all parts ,of the world preparing bases for members of
the armed forces. He is the
husband of the former Dixie
Princeton
Smith, well-known
girl.

---
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FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Leader Congratulatit

Mr. arid Mrs.
1,emah
Princeton, on the bill
son, Richard Lettiak
June 11, at the pe
eel%
pital.
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Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
J. F. Graham, S. S. Supt.
Bible School, 9:45.
Morning Worship Service at
10:55.
Evening Service, 8:00.
Choir Rehersal, Thursday, 7:30.
A cordial welcome awaits you
at First Christian. We appreciate
your interest and your presence.
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Friendship soldier at Ft. LeonFrinedship soldier at Ft. Leonard E. Wood, Mo., has been ill
in an Army hospital the last
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Household Necessity
Do you have a machine that
will run you thru the duration
of the war? If not you had better prepare now, as all manufacturers de now working on
war orders, and material of all
kinds are being frozen. We still
have a very few new and second
hand
Singers available, but
when these are gone we do not
know where they can be replaced. We can also furnish you
Genuine Singer needles, shuttles,
bobbins, bands and oil as long
as they last at the old prices-Look over your needs before it
is too late. Second hand Singers
bought, sold and repaired.

8:00 P. M.
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Friendship Soldier Is Ill
At Army Camp Hospital
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On his day, show your appreciation of him,
giving him a gift from our store ... you'll please
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THE LILLIE F. MURPHY STORE

SLACK SUITS
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NEWEST PASTEL COLORS

Eldred Hardware Co.
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NOR-EAST TIES

Al) colors in the finest

ARROW TIES

fabrics!

Goldnamer's
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"
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). Russian
I.
HULL AND LITVINOFF SIGN—Maxim Litvin
States, and Secretary of State Cordell Hull joined in signing a lease
ton, D. C., providing for reciprocal assistance in winning the war.

MIDWAY HEROES RETURN TO HAWAII—Heroes of the battle of Midway return to Oahu Field,
Hawaii, in an Army transport plane. Flying buddies, who were forced to stay behind, gather
around the big plane to greet them. This Picture was radioed from Honolulu to San Francisco.
4Associated Press Photo from Seventh Airforce)
—AP Telemat.

.0".D0 STRIKES JAP CARRIER—Repeated torpedo hits were scored by U. S. Navy planes on the Jana n,
Ryukaku in the battle of the Coral Sea somewhere in the South , Facitie, sending up piumes of smoke
here. (Ass-3ciated Press Photo from U. S. Navy).

Airc72.•

IROM SWEDEN TO AMERICA—John Johannson (left), 2, and his sister, Janet, 14 months, wait
patiently beside a pet scottie after arriving from Sweden on the liner Gripsholm. The children,
Porn in Sweden, came with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Johannson, American citizens
who formerly lived in Detroit Mich. John, shown at Jersey City, N..J., wears a bandage for a head
injuly .u..i...2rei,on the trip.
—AP Telemat

IRECT TO
OU DAILY
Pure ice is cheap
Use it freely durin
to keep your food
safe! Phone us for y
and we will arran
livery to your home.

DAMAGED BOMBER HOME FROM MIDWAY—Sergeant Bariett, squadron armament crewman at Oahu Field, Hawaii,
inspects the damaged wingflap of a flying fortress that
returned
to Hawaii after sinking a destroyer in the Midway battle.
Thi,picture was radioed from Honolulu to San Francisco.
(Associated Press Photo from Seventh Airforce)
—AP Telemat

GIRL SHARPSHOOTER AT SEVASTOPOL—Yyudmilla Pavlichenko, girl sharpshooter who holds
rank of senior sergeant in the Red Army, is credited by Russians with having killed 300 Germans
in the defense of Sevastopol, Russian stronghold in the Crimea. This picture was radioed from
Moscow to New Ycrk.
—AP Telemat

itizens 1
A WORD WWI ROYALTY—Exiled King- C;eoigt(right) engaged President Roosevelt in earnest convcthey sat together at White House ceremonies we're,. •
—AP monarch on a state visit to Washington.

Tax
Save
The 1942 city taxes b
to encourage
early paymen
all 1942 regular
taxes paid
All street improvement
July 1, 1942, and if not
pai
and subject to
additional chi
Upkeep taxes on cemeter
counts remaining unpaid aft
quent and subject to a 0/a
10

LAST TO LEAVE LEXINGTON
—Capt. F. C. Sherman (above),
a ni.tive of Port Huron, Mich.,
and resident of San Diego, Calif.,
as commanding officer of the
H. S. Aircraft Carrier Lexington
and last man to leave the flaming ship sunk in the Coral Sea
battle.
—AP Telemat

•.444,4

ADMIRAL ON LEXINGTON—
Rear Admiral Aubrey W. Fitch
(above), a native of Saint Ignace,
GINN WINS MILE RUN—Little Bobby Ginn of the University Mich., was admiral
with flagof Nebraska won the mile run in 4:11.1 at the NCAA track ship on the Aircraft Carrier
Lexchampionships in Lincoln, Neb., on a lunge that broke the ington, sunk in the Coral
Sea
tape and sent him sprawling. second was Leroy Weed (left) battle. His official residence
is
of the University of Southern California.
—AP Telemat Washington, D. C. —AP Telemat

JAP VIEW OF CORREGIDOR
SURRENDER--This picture,
radioed to Buenos Aires,
Argentina, by the Japanese for its
propaganda effect, is described by
the Japs as showing United
States soldiers emerging from an
underground passage on Corregidor to surrender to the Japs.
The picture was sent to the
U. S. by air. Corregidor fell to
the Japs May 6. —AP Telemat

LOST GENERAI,--V
partment announced
ton, D. C., that Mal
cnce L. Tinker (ab,
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jilly Designated
Eat Lamb Month

(Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
By Vivian Baker
Mrs. N. L. Beck and children,
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Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Beck and
T. a Smith and son, Dawson
More
ed the Rebecca Lodge there.
children left Friday for their Springs, visited relatives here
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Mrs. Carney Eldridge and home in
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for visiting relatives here.
Miss Nadine Oden was guest
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other Food."
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Boone had of Miss June Word last Monday
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that
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Our government is buying of Miss Iris Shannon of Oldham daughter left Tuesday of last
this
place, now making her
angl.beef for the Army and county as the most outstanding week for Spokane, Wash.
home in Colorado, in a recent
shipment abroad, therefore 4-H club girl in America, was
Mrs. James Brooks was guest
letter to friends here states she
citizens should help by eat- made at the close of the annual Saturday of her sister, Mrs.
will shortly be visiting her
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Miss Francis Young left Fri- kinsville will get $420,000 to ham, of Herron, Ill., recently
have nearly doubled in the magazine, Miss Shannon will day for Annapolis, Maryland to
build or buy 290 miles of line visited relatives here.
past twenty years while spend a week in New York, and attend U. S. Naval Academy
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Adams,
to
serve 2,201 members.
ptirn in Kentucky has while there receive a complete commencement.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams and
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Electric
'• at a virtual standstill. outfit of clothes selected in one
Mr. and Mrs. William Young, Cooperative Corporation at Bowl- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Adams atState committee has been of the big department stores. Billy Sam and Mrs. Samuel ing Green
will go $218,000 for tended the funeral of their
ip to coordinate the work Miss Shannon, who is 17 years Howerton were guests Sunday 240 miles of
line to serve 1,107 uncle, Hershie Adams ,at Cadiz
various cooperating agen- old, was state champion 4-H club of Mrs. C. Y. Williams, of Rusmembers, and the West Ken- last Wednesday.
such as Kentucky Depart- style revue girl last year and sellville.
tucky Rural Electric Cooperaof Agriculture, sheep pro- won a blue ribbon in a national
W. F. Young was guest Sun- tive Corporation at Mayfield has
style show in Chicago.
day of Mr. and Mrs. John Ed been allotted $253,000 to build
Young, Princeton.
The barn of R. L. Beck was
destroyed Saturday night by
fire.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Eldridge
left Friday for New Orleans to
visit their son, Jabes Eldridge
who is in Naval training there.
Miss Rosa Jackson, who has
been seriously ill is able to be
out again.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Ackridge
had as guests Friday, Mr. and
on the Japanese Aircraft
Mrs. Earl Hurst and children,
of smoke and spray like t
Robert Allan and Sharlot, of
--AP T
Texas, Mr. and Mrs. T. M.
Dean and Miss Ida Marion Dean,
Marion.
Samuel Koon, Langston, was
guest of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. J. Koon last week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Koon,
Warsaw, are-guests this vreek-of
THIS GREAT EVEN!
Mr. Koon's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. J. Koon.
Miss Martha Jane Feagan left
enroll in the Andrew
Sunday
Pure ice is cheap and dependable. Jackson toBusiness
University, of
Nashville. Mr. and Mrs. T. R.
Use it freely during summer months
Feagan, Ted Feagan and Miss
to keep your food fresh, crisp and
Gwendill Ordway accompanied
her there.
safe! Phone us for your supply today
Miss Wilda Sigler, Evansville,
and we will arrange for daily deIf you suffer from tired, aching feet, corns, callouses,
was guest recently of Mr. and
Mrs. C. W. Moore.
bunions, weak ankles,sweaty or odorous feet, Athlete's
livery to your home.
Miss Edwina Rice, Gary, Ind.
Foot, weak or fallen arches, don't miss this unusual
was the week-end guest of her
mother, Mrs. Mattie Rice.
opportunity to learn how to get relief from your foot
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Young
troubles!
had as dinner guests Wednesof G
II
and
Mr.
George
week,
last
of
night
day
This expert, trained in the methods of Dr. Scholl,
—Exiled King
conversati
oosevelt in earnest
welcomin
the world-noted Foot Specialist, will be here to assist
House ceremonies
Tel
—AP
us in showing you how millions of foot sufferers the
Washington.
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SPORT SHIRTS
Short sleeved, shirred black,
French rayon crepe with matched pearl buttons. Flap pockets.

Handmade, all silk
foulards, with all wool
linings.

Broadcloth Shirts . . 98¢
Poplin stub broadcloth in cool
summer colors. Vat dyed, easy to
to launder. Pearl button trim.
Spun rayon sport shirts___$2.49
With long sleeves
$2.98

Boxed Socks

3

pair

$ 00

Dad's favorite slack
socks, gift packed in
a box.
Pair

Sanforized. Plain or fancy patterned broadcloth.

Solid or in two tones

Rayon body, top, heel
and toe of cottont.
Many colors.
Rayon hose, 25c in%
Rayon socks, 35c pr.

GIFT AISLE

Leather soles, heels.
Taly Ho, 3 piece
shaving gift set.
Cowhide belt, 1Y4 in.
wide.
Bild fold with slide
fastener.
Suspenders, rayon
web, gilt trim.

Spun rayon gabardine with a
crease-resistant finish that reduces wrinkles to a minimum.
Worsted, rayon and cotton, summer slacks in deep rkh
$4.98
brown

Cowhide belt with
•
leather lining.
Suspenders of elastiglass.
Genuine leather billfold. 4 pockets.

non-r miss

Casual, brimmed hats, light
in weight, cool to wear,
and comfortable for travel.
Women's Summer Hats 1.98
ULTRA SMART

Wash Frocks

$2.98
Lovable cottons in buttonfront models. Easy to •tub,
require no ironing. 12 to
20.
Others at

world over have found relief through the use of Dr.
Scholl's Foot Comfort Appliances and Remedies. Have
them demonstrated on your own feet.
Be sure to come in during
WHICH FOOT IS YOURS?

The 1942 city taxes become due July 1, 1942, and in order
to encourage early payment, a 2% discount will be allowed on
all 1942 regular taxes paid on or before July 20, 1942.
All street improvement assessments with interest become due
July 1, 1942, and if not paid within 30 days become delinquent
and subject to additional charges.
Upkeep taxes on cemetery lots are due also, and all water accounts remaining unpaid after the 18th of each month are delinquent and subject to a 10% penalty.
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this great event... talk to
Dr.Scholl's Representative
about your foot troubles
. learn the joys of real
foot happiness.

Dr. Scholl's Pedo-graph
Prints of your stockinged
feet show, by actual comparison, how your feet
may be differing from
their normal contour. Come
for free prinh of your feet.
Takes only a moment.

Dr. Scbolts.NEW Super-Soft
Zino-pad for quickly relieving
and removing corns, preventing
tore toes, blisters, instep rages.

COME EARLY ... OR PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

Pretty colors for all sumtrier. Coat models with
touches of embroidery. . .
Dresses you can wear for
every hour of your busy
day. In misses' sizes.

firt
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Bull Frog Season Spying In Germany-Tough Job Now
Opens June 15
13y Alvin J. Steinkopf
Wide World Features
(Editor's Note: Alvin Steinkopf formerly was a member of The Associated Press
staff in Berlin. He recently
returned to this country in
the exchange of war prisoners with the Axis.)
Spying on Germany isn't the
romantic business it was just a
short while ago.
The war is getting too' bitter.
Tempers are short. The decisions

Frankfort, June 17—The closed
season on pond, bun or jumbo
frogs was lifted on June 15, S.
A. Wakefield, Director of the
Division of Game and Fish, said.
With the new Game and Fish
Code in effect, a bag limit of
15 frogs per day and not more
than two days' bag limit in possession at any one time, has been
placed on the Ranidae.
The type of gig used for hunting frogs has been changed to of German military courts harsh
the following aims and dimen- and swift.
Not so long ago a few wellsions: The gig shall not have
snore than four prongs; no prong placed cocktails at a diplomatic
shall be longer than two and tea might loosen some Nazi
one-half inches; the prongs shall tongue. A little flattery might
be made out of not heavier than induce "someone close to the
14-gauge wire or metal, and foreign office" to boast what he
shall not have more than one was going to do to Norway if it
barb on each prong; and the didn't behave. Or a clever wogig shall be attached to a pole man might persuade some rewhich together with the gig will serve officer to brag indiscreetly
about "the secret weapon."
not exceed 5 feet in length.
In fact, one such slip a year
Wakefield urges all hardware
stores and other places of busi- ago was broad and precise enough
ness handling gigs to dispose to give Russia a pretty straight
of all such gigs other than the tip that the Nazis were doing
types listed above and if any their diplomatic best to organperson is caught in possesion ize a "world front against comwith an illegal size gig, he or munism." The unwary German
official who made the slip bareshe is liable to arrest.
Bag limit and closed season ly escaped with his head, and
have been placed on the pond, was yanked from a soft bureaubull or jumbo frogs, in order cratic post to the east front as
to prevent their extermination a common soldier.
Convictions and executions for
in Kentucky, Wakefield pointed
spying have been frequent. The
out.
men whom Hitler trusts are getTo dress up spinach: Mix in 3 ting fewer and fewer, and they
tablespoons grated horseradish or become increasingly taciturn.
Somewhere in Germany there
cheese to each 3 cups cooked
spinach, sprinkle crumbled cook- may be a new Mats Hari, a
able
to
ed bacon over well-seasoned glamorous creature
spinach in serving dish ready for wheedle secrets out of ramanticthe table. Or add 1 cup browned ally inclined officers. But to a
mushrooms and 1 tablespoon seasoned observer it does not
chopped browned onion to each seem that she is going to have
much of a chance to distinguish
3 cups of cooked spinach.
herself. There may be some
Everybody reads the Leader. playboys in the Nazi movement

NOTICE!
I have recently moved in the location formererly occupied by R. L. Boitnott on West Market
St. and will continue to operate the same kind
of business operated by him.
I invite all my friends to visit me in my new
location and will appreciate your patronage.
GROCERIES
GASOLINE

CANDY
FRUITS

SOFT DRINKS
CIGARETTES

Also See Me For

Insurance Of All Kinds
Ed.J. EGBEIRT
West Market Street

But the spy's job is twofold.
from whom the right girl might
First
he must get his facts. Then,
But
information.
coax a little
equally important, he must get
gensuch playboys aren't the
them out of the country and to
erals nor do they have respon- their
destination promptly.
machine.
war
sible posts in the
A pat example of how the spy
The modern German general is service of
Germany's enemies
about as crusty, hard-bitten and
lately did half its job, but was
realistic a customer as it is posoutwitted in the performance of
sible to imagine.
the second half, is presented by
There are, doubtless, hundreds
escape of the battleships
the
of spies inside Germany, enGneisenau and Scharnhorst and
dangerous
of
gaged in the most
the cruiser Eugene from Brest.
occupations. But it would be
Brest is as full of spies, amathey
role
the
easy to exaggerate
teur
and profesional, as any Euare playing, or to attribute too
ropean city. When the three Germuch importance to their inman men-of-war steamed from
fluence on military decisions.
port perhaps hundreds of FrenchThere are, beyond question, a
men knew that the long awaited
few full time spies, accredited to
escape through the tight English
responsible agencies working for
channel was probably being unthe defeat of Hitler. But most
dertaken. In evening hours the
of the spies mught be called
news spread through the city
Individuals
,workers.
part-time
and even to other French comwho hate Nazism, or unprinciplmunities.
ed persons who don't think much
But the spy services bogged
of Hitler one way or another but
who are willing to sell vital in- down in delivering that news to
England.
formation for a price.
The maneuver of bringing
What kind of information do
home
those three warships was
these humble spies uncover?
Usually it is of the most unro- more than a first rate military
accomplishment. It was preceded
mantic nature.
On individual whom this by weeks of patient work by the
writer has reason to suspect is counter-espionage service. Civil
doing nothing more exciting and military police had patiently
than counting coal trains. He hunted out most of the illegal
lives near an important railway radio Etations which could get a
line over which coal is trans- message to England. The wave
ported from Germany to Italy. lengths ordinarily used by others
Italian industry is completely were jammed. For days in addependent on Germany for coal. vance there had been the most
And if the United Nations knew painstaking control of messages
approximately hckw much coal leaving Brest by letter, teleItaly is getting they could make phone or telegraph. Then on the
a pretty shrewd guess as to critical night Brest, so far as
the capacities of Italian arma- communications were concerned,
ment and munitions industries. was cut off from the world.
Deliberate slowing down of all
Watching the German transportation system betrays other communications, and of travel,
war secrets. We were informed is a part of the broad counterin Berlin, although we could not espionage program. The idea is
be quite sure, that similar humble that hot news cools off quickly,
spying on railways first revealed and that a delayed report is as
to the United Nations that the useless as no report at all.
shipyards of Danzig started assembling submarines after in- Among The
creasingly heavy British raids
County Agents
disturbed building operations at
Kiel and other western German
Lambs brought into Clinton
ports.
county last November at a cost
Constant shipment of war ma- of $9 a head sheared $3. worth
terials eastward first led to the
of wool this spring.
suspicion that Germany was
A trailer threshing machine
withdrawing some of its industry from the Rhine valley. was used to demonstrate the
Destructive British raids on Ros- threshing of korean lespedeza
tock and Luebeck have been the seed in Adair county.
answer
Approximately 30,000 tons of
The professional spy inside agricultural limestone will be
Germany sets himself up as a distributed in Graves county this
clearing agent for a lot of little year.
tipsters. He puts the dabs toFour hundred thousand tomato
gether, reads newspapers with slips were purchased in Georgia
particular attention to
what for growers in Calloway county.
might be concealed between the
A hatchery in Lewis county
lines, and listens to the speeches. produced 60,000 chicks this year,
How he gets the report out of compared to 50,000 last year.
the country is his own business
Fulwin and winter turf oats
which, at the moment, shouldn't did well in Breckinridge county,
be betrayed.
with yields estimated up to 55
To the suspicious German offi- bushels to the acre.
cial almost every foreigner is a
Terrace lines totaling 4,750
spy. And news correspondents feet have been made for Elbert
particularly were regarded dubi- Spurrier and Milburn Hornback
ously.
in Grayson county.
Curious in this respect was the
Sugarless refreshments will be
high moral attitude taken by the served at a county-wide
style
United States embassy in Berlin show in Bourbon county.
before Hitler extended his war
In Boyd county, $613 received
to the western hemisphere. The from the sale of scrap last
embassy gave no military in- month was used to help mainformation to any British agency. tain a canteen for soldiers.
Despite the stringest regulaMembers of homemakers' clubs
tions it's fairly easy to obtain in Nelson county will make
an
bits of important military infor- exhibit of refinished
furniture
mation in Germany.
this month.
Eighteen 4-H club boys in
Carrol county are growing a
total of 10 acres of castor beans.
Approxinaately 15,000 sheep
were insured in Lincoln county
last year, with losses amounting
to $509.
Thirty Jefferson county farmers are growing 120 acres of
hemp for seed.

Letter From a Taxpayer
Dear Sir:
In reply to your request to
ae
yonucl, a check, I wish to inform
that the present condition
of my bank account makes it
almost impossible. My shattered
financial condition Is due to
Federal laws, State laws, County laws, City laws, Corporation
laws, Liquor laws, Mother-inlaws, Brother-in-laws, Sister-inlaws, and Outlaws.
Through these laws, I am compelled to pay a Business tax
tax,
Amusement tax, Head
School tax, Food tax, Defense
tax, Gas tax, Light tax, Water
tax, Sales tax, Liquor tax, Carpet tax, Income tax, Furniture
tax, and Excise tax, even my
brains are taxed. I am required
to get a Business license, Car
license, Truck license, Liquor
license, not to mention a Marriage license, and a Dog license.
I am also required to contribute to every society and organization which the genius of
man is capable of bringing to
life—to Women's relief, Unemployment relief, and the Gold
Digger's relief. Also to every
hospital and charitable institu*ion in the city, including the
Red Cross, the Black Cross, the
Purple Cross, and the Double
Cross.
For my own safety, I am required to carry Life Insurance,
Property Insurance, Liability Insurance, Burglary Insurance, Accident Insurance, Business Insurance, Earthquake Insurance,
Tornado Insurance, Unemployment Insurance, Old-age Insurance, and Fire Insurance.
My business is governed so
that it is no easy matter for me
to find out who owns it. I 'am
inspected, expected, suspected,
disrespected, rejected, dejected,
examined, re-examined, informed, required, summoned, fined,
commanded, and compelled, until I provide an inexhaustible
supply of money for every need,
desire, or hope of the human
race.
Simply because I refuse to donate to something or other, I
am boycotted, talked about, lied
about, held up and held down,
and robbed until I am almost
ruined.
I can honestly tell you that
except for the miracle that
happened, I could not enclose
this check. The wolf that comes
to my door nowadays, just had

Homemakers
Club News
immonolionsfillaillaWillSISNSIMOWNWSMONWOW

Homemakers' Schedule
Meetings of homemakers' clubs
for the week June 18-25 are
scheduled as follows:
June 19--Bethany, 2:00 p. m.,
Mrs. Nina Coleman, hostess.
June 20—Hall, 2:30 p. m.,
Mrs. Lester Thomson, hostess.
June 24—Fredonia, 2:30 p. m.,
Mrs. Lloyd Wadlington, hostess.
June 25—Eddy Creek, 2:00 p.
m., Mrs. Ira Cotton, hostess.

Plume U
Princeton, gy,

RELIEVED BY RETONGA
FARMER GAINS 10
"I Am A Walking Advertisement For Retonga," Declares Mr. Chas. F. Schmidt. Tells Of His Case
When you are suffering miserably every day from debilitating
symptoms due to the need of a
gastric tonic, the poisonous effect of constipation, and need
of Vitamin B-1 for digestion,
nerves, and strength, what you
want is a medicine that will
bring you prompt relief, and that
is what thousands say Retonga
did for them. Mr. Charles F
Schmidt, widely known farmer
of Jeffersontown, Ky., gratefully declares:
"I am a walking advertisement for Retonga. For a year or
more I suffered so badly from
indigestion that I was afraid
to eat a normal meal. I felt
distressed from gas and sour
stomach
practically
all the
time. I had to take laxatives
regularly, but still I suffered
from biliousness and spots before my eyes. I finally lost so
much weight and felt so groggy that when I got up in the
morning.. I would have to sit
on the edge of the bed for five
or ten minutes before I could
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LADIES.

Fathers are our specialty. We serve dozens of them every
So we feel qualified to guide you in selecting dignified gifti.
not gadgets. Sports Shop apparel is what he'd choose hi
because he appreciates fine quality, fit and good taste. Only
can you find such a grand selection of Father's Day gifts.
couldn't do better for the Best Man on earth!

2.00 to 2.50

No Digging Necessary

Sport Shirts

1.00 to 5.00

Why dig up expensive lawns, sidewalks, streets, etc., when our
Electric Root Removing Machine will remove Tree Roots, Grease,

Slack Suits

PRINCETON, KY.
TELEPHONE 88
In Building With B. N. Lusby Co.

John E. Young,

pups in my kitchen, and I sold
them—and here is the money.
Sympathetically yours,
JOHN DOE,

Dress Shirts

Electric Sewer Cleaning Co.

In Standard Old Line
pan lea
Safety tor y
Property and Nate
01
for Yourself.

Cobb Homemakers met Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Jack
P'Pool. Much interest was shown

2.95 to 9.95

sticks, stone, etc.

DEPENDABLE
INS IT R Ne

Cobb

Rabhor Robes__

NO CHARGE IF WE FAIL

byes Cea
tributing T
mploymen

FATHER'S DA

Clogged Sewers
Opened
PPENED BY ELECTRIC MACHINE

In the lesson,
"Planning ill
a Difference "
a y, June 18
Plans were
to hold a canning
demons?
for a summer
meetin1.
group adjoul tied to
meet
month with Mrs. 0. /a
Bill
.
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25c

Daniel Green

Ties ________

to 1.50
...5.95 to 9.95

Golf Jackets

We are the exclusive agents for
AA* "Pinktre" Powder— which is
warranted to cure "pink eye" inyoair
herd. A 5-gram bottle—enough to
treat 30 to 40 cases—sells for $1.00.
Drop in any time and let us tell you
about this new and fully-guaranteed
remedy for the treatment of an infection which annually causes losses
to cattlemen mounting to many millions of dollars.

1.95

Swim Trunks
Handkerchiefs

to 4.50

House Shoes
Loafer Coats

2.9
5,93

Underwear Shorts
Sleeveless Sweaters 2

The SPORT SII
BALCONY

CAITE-YOST CO•
HOPKINSVILLE,

Walker's Drug Store

(Incorporated
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Housewives Keep
Rationers Busy

loyes Cease
fributing To
mployment Aid

A steady stream of Princeton
and Caldwell county housewives
getting ready to can food for
next winter are keeping the
local sugar rationing board busy
More than 1,300 individual
applications, mostly made 1-*
women, have come into the ra
canning
since
timing office
sugar certificates started being
passed out last month, Bob
Jacobs, chairman of the board,
said Tuesday.
He said most of the canners
have been busy putting up strawberries and cherries. Blackberries are next on schedule. He
said they will not be handicaped seriously in preparing their
enough
because
food supply
sugar is allowed for almost the
-usual number of cans annually

I6--Many of
)(fort. June
important changes
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ecuiiee Director V.
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claimant's
a
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benefit check'
first
to
after his second weak
ployment. At present,
of the two-week waiting
requirement and the prothat checks be issued bithe Commission can not
the claimant's first check
after his fourth week of
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Surplus Agency Aids
Strawberry Growers
Yields of 200 to 300 crates of
strawberries to the acre were
common in Marshall county, KyGrowers of the Blakemore variety secured additional cash by
capping berries and selling these
to the Surplus Marketing Administration for 8 cents a pound_
C. I. Reid sold 159 crates for a
net of $240, and other growers
took in $50 to $75 a day for
berries that could not have been
sold in the regular way, because
of the size of the fruit, reports
County Agent H. E. Rothwell
_••
Eight farmers in Lawrenor
TELLS CORAL SEA STORY
Johnston (above), county are saving vetch seed ti
— Stanley
foreign con espondent of the. sow as a cover crop next fall.
Chicago Tribune, was the only
American correspondent aboard
the Aircraft Carrier Lexington.
sunk in the Coral' Sea battle. It,
a series of nine articles supplied
the Ass dated Press by the
Tribune, Johnston tells how the
Capital Stock Co. Insurance
U. St carrier was bombed b3
Is safe and reliable.
Japanese and how he slid down
Phone 21
on, Ky.
hemp ropes into the sea when Princet
110 S. Jefferson St.
the ship was abandoned.

Gus Kortrecht, Agt
Insurance
Fire and Auto

filled.
The amount of sugar allowed
is based on the number of cans
of fruit canned last year in relation to what housewives excenter)
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LADIES.. HERE'S

Watch Your
Kidneys!
Help Them Cleanse the Blood
of Ilarmful Body Waste

every

of them
rve dozens
dignified
in selecting

choose hi
taste. Only
gifts.
Father's Day

he'd
el is what
fit and good

ty,

tion of
n on earth!

Your kidneys are constantly filtering
waste matter from the blood stream. But
kidneys sometimes lag in their work--do
not act as Nature intended—fail to remove impurities that, if retained, may
poison the system and upset the whole
body machinery.
Symptoms may be nagging backache,
persistent headache,attacks of dizziness.
getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes—a feeling of nervous
anxiety and low, of pep and strength.
Other signs of kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning, scanty or
too frequent urination.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment is wiser than neglect. Use
Doon's Pills. Doon's hav• been winning
new friends for more than forty years.
.
They have a nation-wide reputation
Are recommended by grateful p•ople the
nitighbor/
country over, disk sear

Summer
Luxury!
Wear these sheer lace stockings and love them. For they

DOAN'S PILLS

will look so lovely and wear
Daniel Green
House Shoes

T
0N Y

41ST CO,
rporated

BO well,

Queen's Lace
HOSE
The newest and most modern Hosiery Creation .

In the new Sun-Tan and Light shades.
-Run
They're Simply Exquisite for Summer! . . . Non
!
• • . Strictly First Quality

Finkel's Fair Store
Where Your $ $ Have More ('ents
llllll.P.II1ttttt

notorinsfemontoormeMnommeMMOIGIBMINOWNNIMA

Service Insurance
Agency
INSURANCE

Comfort

Convenience
Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours.
always, at

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will oonform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.

OF ALL

KINDS

W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer
Sam

Koltinsky

49c

Write
TURNER MILAM,
Assistant Manager,
For Reservation
111111011•1•1111,

lataa/

411Pala
Men's

Topflight Shirts
Practical Gifts for
Dad! .
SPORT SETS
2.98 to 4.98
Here's something he'll
really want for weekend wear! Shirt and
trouser combinations
of rayon poplin! Solid
colors!

Women's

Slack SUITS
4.98
Jacket type shirt.
zipper slacks ..
Rayon poplin in
soft, cool colors.
Sizes 12 to 20

1.19
Best value in shirts
that you can be
sure will wear hits
well!
Casual Sport
9 90
Coats
Smart-Looking
398
Slacks
Solar Straw
149
Hats
Swim Trunks,
119
Too

Women's Saddle
Oxfords
Cool Canvass;
Wedgies
Girls' Blouses
Boys' Washable
Slacks
Sport Shirts for
Bays

2 49
1 49
69c
1 19
79e
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Caldwell Man Is Music-Minded Don Asks For City To Attack
Sentenced ,To 21 Outmoded Organ- And Gets II! Delinquent Tax
Years For Robbery
List In Earnest
Musicians . .
? Don,
drum playing and musically
inclined son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Granstaff, asked
for an old type organ on
his birthday Wednesday and
his parents were so surprised
they bought it for him.
The problem was where
to find one of the old fashioned instruments and the
search carried to Scottsburg, where it ended in the
parlor of Mrs. Euen French.
The old organ is a golden
toned Beethoven model, long
since out of production,
more than 130 years old. It
has been idle many years

Luther Sullivan Found
Guilty Of Crime Committed Last November
In Princeton
Luther Sullivan. Princeton man
charged with robbery of Brucie
Thompson here last November,

but once was the pride of
Hoover House, Scotsburg's earliest structure. It
plays well and Mrs. GranOld

staff, showing nearly
as
much interest as her son,
has placed the old instrument beside her piano in the
parlor of her home.
Don spends hours carressing its keyboard. But
people who know his reputation as a drummer—he
won a State contest and
national
recognition
this
year—shudder when he tries
to get hot on the timeworn
melody machine.

Officials Pledge Full
Support Of Rubber
Campaign; Town Hall
Is Receiving Station

livestock Market Remains
Steady With Last Week

Law Graduate Won
High Honors At U. of L.

The cattle market here was
$12.50 and ankh
W. Edwin Lamb, son of Mr. again steady Monda
eow
y us 1,233 $50-$7
0 a head.
and Mrs. Grey Lamb, is at home head were sold
Hoes
at auction, it prices
ranging from 113
for a visit to his parents follow- was reported by the Princeton
$13.80.
ing his graduation from the
University of Louisville, College
of Law, May 26. He was president of his class, and of the
Student Honor Council, and a
member of the board of student
Plan your entire summer now with a loan
from iii
publications. Mr. Lamb
was
clothes and other essentials you and your
family heed
graduated from the University
rid of bills. Store next winter's coal, take a
of Kentucky in 1938, and, the
too. Only ready cash can take care of restful v
all theise
University of Louisville year'Phone us or stop in today!
book, "The Thoroughbred," says
1061
/
2 Market St.
hone
in addition to the above, he won
Maurice Pre
Prince
ton, Ky.
470
numerous other honors as
a
Manager
member of the Class of 1942. He
passed the State Bar examinations last year.

iffetteiloSItile Bill Wow

Searching for some way to
make the delinquent tax
list
smaller, Princeton officials
was found guilty at Tuesday's
handed all tax bills and license
session
of Caldwell Circuit
fees that have gone unpaid for
many months over to Treasurer
Court and sentenced to EddyBilly McCaslin at Monday night's
Tulle State Penitentiary for 21
meeting of the City Council for
years. This was the most severe
collection.
sentence meted out in two
Dr. W. L. Cash, mayor, said
weeks of court.
the delinquent tax list has
Another Caldwell county man,
Giannini Graduated
grown to proportions that are
C. E. Hudgens, charged with
grave
in the face of what PrinceFrom Arkansas U.,
detaining a woman against her
ton has to pay out to stay on
will, was found guilty
School Of Medicine
last
even keel and collections must
Thursday and given a 2-year
Frank P. Giannini, Jr., son of be made.
prison term.
Campaign Scheduled
Fredonia Daily Vacation Bible Mr.
In order to encourage early
and Mrs. Frank P. Giannini,
Judge H. F. S. Bailey finished
Here To Sign Up
payment of 1942 taxes,
the
with the grand -jury Thursday School, which started June 8, Sr., was graduated from UniverCouncil passed a bill to allow a
Men
will
contin
For Sea Duty
ue
this
week. En- sity of Arkansas School of Mediand it was discharged. Nine indiscount of 2 percent on paydictments Ndre eturned. all rollment is 72 persons. Besides cine Tuesday, June 9, at the
Carlisle Orange Post, American
ments made before July 20.
charging feldnies. It was the regular Bible teaching, junior school's 63rd annual graduation
Most of Monday night's sess- Legion, will cooperate with othErst time in many years the boys
are building tea tables for exerCises, at Little Rock. He ion dealt with discussion of the er Legion organizations in Kengrand jury 4i4, not include at
will begin serving his interneship
the churches and junior girls
scrap rubber campaign now un- tucky to enlist 100 recruits for
least one indictment for
at University of Arkansas shorta
derway here and the officials the Navy ta•be sworn in July
are making aprons.
misdemeanor ,in US returns.
ly, until he is called by the
21, Publicly, at Louisville, C.
The Rev. J. W. Outland is in Army. Mr. and Mrs. Giannini, pledged full support of the cam- W.
The case of G. 0. "Okie"
Gowin, post commander,
paign and decided the City Hall
Smith, charged with illegal sale charge, Mrs. Lee Redden is their son, Jack, and Mrs. R. W.
should be used as a receiving said Tuesday.
of liquor in local optional terri- pianist
Members of the Legion will
, Mrs. Charles Crider is Graham attended the exercises. station for rubber. Johnny HerSue Giannini, his sister, a studtory, was re-tried after it had supervisor
start
of the junior class
a campaign to get as
been appealed froin Princeton with Mrs.
ent of nursing at Little Rock, re- ron, street commissioner, and many
Emmett Willoughby,
applicants as possible for
Counci
lman
Morgan
were
,
apturned home with her parents
police court Friday. The lower Mrs. Willia
m King and
Mrs.
pointed weighmasters. Rubber naval service between now and
for summer vacation.
court's decision, a. fine of $100 'Lawrence Blackb
urn as assistwill
be accepted Tuesdays and the deadline, Mr. Gowin said.
and costs and 60 days in jail, ants; Miss
Each member may be given
Virginia Turley is
Friday
s from 2 to 3 o'clock.
was upheld. The case has been supervisor
a list of names and be responof the primary class 40 Farmers Attend
Mayor
Cash
report
ed
the
city's
taken to the court pf appeals. with Mrs.
Thomas Grubbs as Livestock
cost for extending the water line sible for contacting the prosMeeting
A civil case, Ben Carter versus helper,
and Miss Ida Belle Turpects.
About 40 farmers, 18 of them on the Dawson Road, in order
C. K. English dragged through ley aided
by Mrs. Veldon VanRecruits will be sworn in
to
install
hydran
a
amount
fire
t,
from Caldwell county, attended
Wednesday morning and was dell superv
after a demonstration in Louisises beginners.
much discussed
an all-day livestock meeting at ed to $700.
only half completed when court
Miss Martha Nelle Moore is
ville at the launching of
a
Western Kentucky Substation and so far unremedied smoke
adjourned for the day. A de- secretary
of the school and Mrs.
new
PC boat, built at a Kenproble
m was again brought up.
Monday. Taking part in the procision in the case was expected H. J. Watson
tucky shipyard. The number
is supervisor of
is
gram, at which outlook of live- Walter Towery, owner of Princesometime today.
intermediate pupils.
ton
Steam
Laundry, appeared expected to go far above the
stock production in relation to
r
designated goal.
2.1e.C,L.
the war was chiefly discussed, before the council and asked for
Mr. Gowin said posters will
sugges
tions
about
how his situwere S. J. Lowry, superintenbe put up here and
programs
dent of the farm; Dr. W. P. Gar- ation can be improved. He said,
give to stimulate interes
t in
rigui and E. S. Goode, Universi- "Smoke and soot is evident our
town is not dead but alive and the Navy.
ty of Kentucky.
growing, but I will do everyMarion
Catlett,
thing in my power to cooperate."
Louisville,
McLean Passes Air
visited his family
here
last
ureekiend.
Cadet's Examination

Intcrst at flnairicc

• ICOR PO R AT ION of KY I KORPOilu
to

Legion To Help
Navy Get Recruits

Fredonia Bible
School Enrols 72

' LiVt.StOCk

, steers sold—e-01111:iing. 1,,
at $12.$13
quality

ANY DOTTED LIE

FATHERS' DAY FINDS!
iTo say you consider him a prince among
men-2 new gentlemen's luxuries from
•famous Yardley as well as his favorite personal accessory, the world renowned shayingbowl. Ordersfilled while quantity lasts.
Yardley Sets
$1.00 and up
Yardley Shaving Bowl
$1.00

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS
LOAN ASSOCIATION
HENRIETTA HOTEL BUILDING
Phone 46
Princeton,

Wood Drug Co.
e3ka

HOT WEATHER
CALLS FOR

Twisdale On Duty Here
Until Schools Resume
Clyde Twisdale, who ha been
named
State
supervisor
of
safety with headquarters
at
Frankfort, will work in
this
district with State
Patrolmen
Organ and Shortt until
July 1,
it was reported Tuesda
y. He
will wait to carry out his
duties
in forming schoolboy
patrols
and other safety
organizations
all over the State until
schools
open after the summer
vacation.

fe"
e am

Today's Insurance is
strange, brooder, more
closely fitted to your
needs.
Only a check-up will
reveal whether your present protection is adequate.

COLD DRINKS
AND

ICE CREAM
Our Soda Dispensers
Gives You EXTRA BIG
Scoopfuls of Ice Cream—Try our
delicious Malted Milks for ideal
Summer nourishment ... You're
invited to meet your friends and
refC;X at...

THE PRINCESS SHOPPE
B. T. DAUM, Proprietor
Main and Cadiz Streets

Check Up
On Your
Insurance

Princeton, Ky.

It is important that the
written portions of all
policies covering the same
property read exactly
alike. If they do not, they
should be made uniform
at once..

Modernize Your
Insurance

Mark Cunningham
Telephone 104
East Court Square

Please Remember

If during the next few
months you have a surplus of fruit
or of vegetab
put the surplus to good
use for they will come in handy
next
winter
. Make p
serves, make jelly, can
your vegetables. Don't waste a
thing.
Red I
The
Stores have everything
you need for conserving your
surplus supply, me
ing glass jars, extra
tops, rubbers, sorghum bucket
s, etc. More for your '31on
all the time.
Ringgold

Cakes
Oats
Pickles
Toilet Soap

Marshmallow

lb. I 12
(
1

Purity Rolled—Quick or
regular-20 oz. pkg .
Heinz Fresh
Cucumber

/hi

large
jar

Royale Milled
2 cakes

11t

9(

Meter's--large

lb.1

Iced

Parserump
tin 1/
Houa
sc
eked 1 lb.

No 254 can

PURE PRESERVES seven varieties-P
'Apricot, Pineapple, Cherry, Blaekbe
Strawberry, Raspberry
Large 2 pound jar

Kitchen Klenzer 3
ALICE "
RED

11

KRAFT CHEESE choice
of cream, brick,
velveeta, or velveeta
pimento

Raisins

C

edles
Ses
large 15 oz. pkg.

Beans

Orange Juice
'

Fresh And Cured Meats
MUTTON ROAST
forequarter 1'Li
(Hindquarter lb. 17c)
lb. 1.)

large

most delirious
2 No. 2 cans

NECK BONES
fresh and meaty

Frankfurters

lb 31%
lb.81(
lb. 20(

pre).
es
A n nounc
Associated

Fresh Fruits and Vegetable
CALIFORNIA ORAN(;I>,
Nice Size

doz.

Hot House
'CUCUMBERS

t

ea.

White
ONIONS

lb.

Kentucky Wonder
GREEN BEANS

Is

MORE FOR
YOUR MONEY ALL THE
TIME

RED FRONT
CASII &

CARRY STORES

Is

ii but if typewriter
liable, carefully writct name and address
tablishment should be
on a separate title page
top of the first page of
nt. All the pages of
sot should be securely
together by staple or
Items are to be listed
r shown in Appendix
General Maximum Price
n, omitting groups,
d items not handled."
tion provides fur1 the maximum price
listed for each cost-of.1 mmodity
sold by the
ued on Page four

Isis Add 45
vol Conducted By
Monroe F. Swilley
d Sunday
Baptist revival which
last Sunday was "exlly good in attendance
additions were made to
h by baptism and lete Rev. J. G. Cothran,
said Wednesday.
meeting was conducted
Rev. Monroe F. Swilley
by the Rev. Mr.
CothRomer Britton was
in
Of singing.
g the revival, the Rev.
ivy and Mr.
Britton apat Princeton
Rotary Club
veral other places
for
He also preached
to
at the roundhouse
last

tall
or Carnation )cans I

Sugar Cured
PICNICS

1i

No. 2'2 can I I

QUART GLASS FRUIT JARS—without tops or rubbers
dozen

Pet Milk

an cited the OPM
Ice Regulation in this
which provides that
own
o should "use his
standard letter size
Oil inches) and the
should preferably be

embership

(hocol
'
ate Malted

offee

ARMOUR'S STAR POTTE
D MEAT
No. /
1
4 can
2 for

Sauer Kraut

Cookies

OPA State
Calls Upon
'fig Boards
ling Records
001

Kentucky,
TCeude7PrecAatyoO,rrgdffeoifsrticrilKiece.st offices
lohcalatendd. in Louisville,
As
Madisonville, Somer-

GET THE FACTS!

CLASSIFIED ADS

Taking his first step toward
winning his wings as a pilot and FOR RENT: 4 ,room apartment;
a second lieutenant's commis
entrance,
bath
and
sion private
in the Army Air Corps, James garage. See Alfred Shore, 519
Edward McLean, formerly
of Hopkinsville St. or call 692-W .
Princeton, has been classified as
FOR RENT: Six room dwelling,
a cadet in the Army pre-fli
ght 312 N. Seminary St., Tel.
25 ltp
training school at Maxwell Field,
Montgomery, Ala. Cadet Mc- FOR RENT: 3-room apartm
ent.
Lean joined the Air Corps
sever- also bedroom. After June 8,
al weeks ago and passed
his first floor apartment. Mrs. Laban
examination which rated him
a Kevil, Phone 38.
tf
cadet's berth last week. He
is FOa SALE: 1.935
Master Deluxe
a foster son of Mr. and
Mrs. A. Chevro
let Coach. In good condiB. Cantrell. He obtained
a private _pilot's license afte_r_taking tion with good tires. See C. C
-"Jcines-or rail him at 274.
CAA training here last
year.

Ruling

Price
H. Goodman,
director for Kenton
boards
ised rationing
that reState
the
required to file
a
of ceiling prices for
commodities earng
the nearest
with
l(
and Rationing Board

DON'T

. . . until you consider the convenience
economy of our home loan plan.

rs Must
ices BY

ny Prince(
m Summer
epidemic of stomac
h disseveral degrees
worse
three%aunitniougal flurry
ry of
eatai g
green garden
products has
neeton and
Caldwell counlast three
weeks.
Ists say calls
for medile combat
the nauseating
bances has
been almost
lminis
Cliff
W 00 d,
Nuare
pharmacist, said
20 pr
escriptions are heed daily at
his store for
sufferers. Other
druggists
d more
than two-thirds of
Pmscriptions were
for
s of the
summer epidemic
Icians here
this
week
nsrne no
definite cause for
'ere and
numerous cases
ach
u°1101 trouble. Marion and
towns have also

4

•a

